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Welcome 
We understand the complexities of modern life and the importance of taking care of 
your business interests. So it’s a deep source of satisfaction that so many Principals
choose Myerson as their trusted adviser.

Why Myerson? 

At Myerson, we are the leading legal Commercial Agency firm outside of London, and we 
have years of experience in advising agents and principals.

The firm are proud to be ranked as ‘Top Tier’ in the prestigious international directory 
The Legal 500, and commended by The Times ‘Best Law Firms 2019’. This means you 
can be certain that you will be receiving the highest quality legal advice and that we can 
advise you on complex disputes. 

Myerson is retained as an expert advisor to the members of Agentbase and the 
Association of Professional Sales Agents. Our litigation team has acted in agency 
disputes against companies based in Ireland, Germany, the Netherlands, Spain, France, 
Belgium, Italy and the USA, and are experienced in complex disputes. 

 

https://www.legal500.com/firms/2471-myerson-solicitors-llp/3510-altrincham-england/
https://www.agentbase.co.uk/


How We Work. 

Every client and every case is different, and we are here to support you every step of the 
way.  

Personal, Partner-led Service. Our experienced solicitors get to know you and your 
business inside out, so we can best advise you. We know that dealing with litigation can 
be stressful and we aim to take that stress away from you. We strive to become your 
trusted advisers, providing value and most of all, a genuine, personal service. 

The Highest Level of Expertise. Combining commerciality and practicality, our team’s 
breadth of experience means Myerson can provide expert legal advice and assistance on 
all agency matters. We also have developed excellent links with specialist barristers and 
forensic accountants so that you are provided with a complete team of experts for your 
case.  

A Team You Can Trust. We help clients nationwide and internationally, with complex 
agency matters.  You can therefore rest assured that our expert team knows its stuff! 



Your Solicitors 
Adam Maher 
Partner 

Head of Commercial Litigation 

0161 941 4000 

adam.maher@myerson.co.uk

The solicitors that will be working with you are specialists. 

The Legal 500 highlight the department for its work in commercial agent 

disputes. The litigation team contains 15 solicitors and is headed by Adam Maher 

whom the Legal 500 rate as a “Leading individual” and ‘first-class litigator’ with 

‘razor-sharp commercial judgement, tenacity and excellent communication skills’; 

who ‘quickly identifies the core issues’ and is ‘ext
 
rem

 
ely robust under pressure. 

Suzanne Carr, a commercial agency specialist is also recommended by the Legal 

500.  

We are happy to discuss your situation in a no-obligation telephone call to 

assess your claim, give a preliminary advice and suggest a way forward. 

You can find out more about our Commercial Litigation Team by clicking here. 

Suzanne Carr 
Senior Associate 

Dispute Resolution 

0161 941 4000 

suzanne.carr@myerson.co.uk

https://www.myerson.co.uk/business/commercial-litigation
mailto:suzanne.carr@myerson.co.uk
mailto:suzanne.carr@myerson.co.uk


Commercial Agents 
Regulations 
What are the Commercial Agents 
Regulations? 
The Commercial Agents (Council Directive) Regulations 1993 (the Regulations) 

implement the EU’s Commercial Agents Directive (86/653/EEC) relating to self-

employed agents under English law.  They continue to apply to 

commercial agents since Brexit by virtue of the European Union (Withdrawal) 

Act 2018. The Regulations will continue to operate and be effective

unless and until the law is amended at a future date by the UK Parliament.  

The Regulations came into force in England and Wales on 1 January 1994 and 

cover the rights and obligations of both agents and principals, as well 

as providing commercial agents with a number of significant protections. 

How do I know if a sales 
representative is a commercial agent?
A commercial agent is defined as “a self-employed intermediary who 

has continuing authority to negotiate the sale or purchase of goods on 

behalf of another person (the principal), or to negotiate and conclude such 

transactions on behalf of and in the name of that principal”. 

Commercial agents must be self-employed, and critically have 

independence from the principal. They must have continuing authority to 

negotiate, but this will include agents whose role is simply to introduce third 

parties (often referred to as marketing agents). Typically, agents are 

remunerated on a commission basis but not always. Commercial agents can 

be paid by way of a fixed retainer or a mixture of both. Agents are not usually 

a party to the sales contract and are different to distributors.  



V 

Will the Regulations apply to our sales 
representatives?
The Regulations apply to all commercial agents who perform their 

sales activities in Great Britain, where English law applies.  It is not necessary 

for an agent to have a written agency agreement for the Regulations to apply.

The Regulations will not apply to employed sales representatives.

What protection is offered to 
commercial agents by the Regulations?
The Regulations provide agents with various rights and entitlements. 

They govern a principal’s conduct and behaviour, and they provide 

protection to agents from being dismissed without due compensation. 

The Regulations require an agent to look after the interests of the 
principal and act dutifully and in good faith. The agent must make proper 
efforts to negotiate and conclude transactions, communicate all necessary 
information to the principal, and comply with reasonable instructions 
given by the principal.

The principal is also required to act both dutifully and in good faith. This 
includes providing the commercial agent with the necessary documentation 
concerning any goods and obtaining whatever information is necessary for 
the agent to perform the agency agreement. A principal must provide the 
agent with a statement of commission due to the agent and must pay the 
agent “reasonable remuneration”, in the absence of any agreement in relation 
to a specific level of remuneration. 

The Regulations entitle agents to be paid commission on transactions 

which are concluded during the agency either because a transaction is 

concluded because of their efforts, or because the transaction is with a 

customer or within an area which is exclusive to the agent. The agent's 

commission becomes due as soon as the transaction is concluded. The 

Regulations provide a long stop date for the payment of that commission, 
with which principals must comply. There are very limited circumstances 
where commission will not be payable to the agent.  



How we can help? 

Principals come to us for a variety of reasons. For example:

• The principal wants to vary the terms of the agency, which could involve
changes to territory, changes to remuneration structure, or accounts being
brought “in-house”.

• The principal wants the agent to sign a written contract, either on the same or
different terms.

• The principal is considering giving notice to terminate the agency due to the
agent’s poor performance or breach of contract.

• The principal has terminated the agency and has received notification from the
agent that he intends to pursue a claim under the Regulations.

• The principal is unable to comply with the terms of the agency due to factors
outside of its control.

• The principal requires advice about a sub-agency .
• The agent is coming up to retirement age, and the principal requires advice

about its liabilities to the agent upon retirement.
• The principal wishes to restructure its workforce and use employed sales

representatives rather than sales agents.
• The principal is considering terminating the agency with immediate effect

because the agent is in serious breach of the agency agreement.

We are experienced in advising on all aspects of the Regulations. That includes 

advising on rights, duties and obligations both during and after termination. 

We are also experienced in advising principals on their likely financial 
exposure to an agent following termination, including the valuation of claims for 
compensation, indemnity, and other post termination entitlements. Our advice 
does not just cover the law; it also covers strategy. We want to ensure we get the 
best result for you. 

The first step is to understand your business and its current situation. We will 
explore the objective of your business and be clear about what it is seeking to 
achieve. We will advise your business on its legal position and its options. That will 
include consideration of the terms of any agency agreements. If your business 
is looking to restructure, we can provide advice as to how your business 
might seek to minimise its financial liability to its sales agents. 

We will ensure appropriate steps are taken to protect your business and 
minimise any financial exposure.  That may involve court proceedings, but we will 
seek to resolve your dispute via other means such as negotiation or 
mediation. Court proceedings are nearly always a last resort. 



What can a commercial agent claim 
for?
If a sales agent has been terminated or the agency has otherwise come to an 
end, the agent may have the right to bring a claim against your business for 
compensation or an indemnity under the Regulations. 

Compensation requires a principal to pay a sum of money to the agent as 
compensation for the agent’s loss of the agency. This is calculated by 
reference to the value of the agency to a hypothetical purchaser at the date of 
termination. 

An indemnity requires a principal to indemnify the agent for commissions 
which the agent would have received, had the agency not been terminated. 
An indemnity is capped at a maximum of one year’s gross commission and is 
calculated with reference to the increase in value and goodwill resulting from 
the agent’s efforts. 

An agent is entitled to claim for commissions on all sales made by his 
principal to his customers and/or in his territory for a reasonable period after 
the termination of the agency. This is often referred to as pipeline commission. 

An agent may also have a claim for “notice” if you have not provided him with 
sufficient notice of the termination of the agency. 

Finally, an agent has a right to be paid all commissions due to him during the 
course of the agency. A claim will arise if there are any outstanding 
commissions. 

Are there any time limits which apply 
to an agent's claim?
Your agent must notify you of his intention to make a claim under the 
Regulations within 12 months of the date of the termination of the agency. 
The agent will then have 6 years in which to bring a claim in the courts. 



Will an agent's claim go to trial?
The vast majority of commercial agency cases settle prior to trial and many 

claims settle at a mediation, such that it is now not a common occurrence for 

a commercial agency claim to run to trial. 

How much is it likely to cost? 

As with many legal matters, costs can vary from case to case. Your solicitor will 
discuss costs in detail with you before we undertake any work on your matter. 

We promise that, from the outset, our costs will be clear and transparent, and 
we are proud to be able to offer a range of funding options. Our team are on 
hand to talk through funding in detail to ensure you are given all the available 
options. 

Testimonials 
We have acted and continue to act for agents and principals all over the world 

and are retained by Agentbase as a panel solicitor due to our 

significant knowledge of and experience in commercial agency matters.  

We are also supported by APSA, the Association of Professional Sales Agents.  

We also have links with a network of European firms who also specialise in 
agency law, to whom we can turn should there be a foreign element to your 
dispute.



Don’t just take 
our word for  
it… 
“Myerson Solicitors managed the case to my complete satisfaction, and we 
secured a satisfactory financial settlement from my former principal. The team 
quickly grasped the salient features of this complex case. I have no hesitation 
in recommending them to handle such cases”. 

“A very big thanks to Myerson. The diligence and perseverance you personally 
displayed was incredible. Your ability to ‘steady the ship’ when I felt unsure 
was so reassuring”. 

“The team has an excellent way of dealing with clients and managing cases 
generally, as well as good judgment – they know when to push, and when to 
take the victory”. 

“The firm has a huge range of satisfied clients from all over the country, 
despite not being the highest profiled of firms, so they must be doing 
something right”. 

“The team is able and confident and well prepared and are notable for their 
experience in disputes relating to The Commercial Agents Regulations”.   

“Fantastic service and excellent communication throughout the process. I 
would highly recommend and use their service again”. 

To view more Myerson reviews visit our Review Solicitors page by clicking here. 

“Fantastic service and excellent communication throughout the process. I would
highly recommend and use their service again”.

X 

https://www.reviewsolicitors.co.uk/cheshire/altrincham/myerson-solicitors-llp
https://www.reviewsolicitors.co.uk/cheshire/altrincham/myerson-solicitors-llp


You’re in 
safe hands! 
If you would like further information about how we can help 

you, or if you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to 

contact a member of our Dispute Resolution Team today. 

Call: 0161 941 4000 

Click: myerson.co.uk 

Email:  lawyers@myerson.co.uk 

http://www.myerson.co.uk/
mailto:lawyers@myerson.co.uk



